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ATTITUDE
Remember to select only one answer unless indicated otherwise.
1.

You are waiting in a traffic queue at night. To avoid dazzling following drivers you
should
A
Apply the footbrake only
B
Use both the handbrake a footbrake
C
Apply the handbrake only
D
Switch off your headlights

2.

A vehicle has a flashing green beacon. What does this mean?
A
A doctor is answering an emergency call
B
The vehicle is slow moving
C
It is a motorway patrol vehicle
D
A vehicle is carrying hazardous materials

3.

You are driving on a clear night. There is a steady stream of oncoming traffic. The
national speed limit applies. Which lights should you use?
A
Dipped headlights
B
Full beam headlights
C
Sidelights
D
Fog lights

4.

You are using a slow-moving vehicle on a narrow winding road. You should
A
Keep well out to stop vehicles overtaking dangerously
B
Pull in safely when you can, to let following vehicles overtake
C
Give a left signal when it is safe for vehicles to overtake you
D
Wave following vehicles past you if you think they can overtake safely

5.

What type of vehicle is fitted with a green flashing beacon?
A
Road gritter
B
Fire engine
C
Doctors car
D
Ambulance
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6.

You are following a vehicle on a wet road. You should leave a time gap of at least
A
Four seconds
B
One second
C
Two seconds
D
Three seconds

7.

You are approaching a zebra crossing. Pedestrians are waiting to cross. You should
A
Use your headlights to indicate they can cross
B
Wave at them to cross the road
C
Give way to the elderly and infirm only
D
Slow down and prepare to stop

8.

You are driving in traffic at the speed limit for the road. The driver behind is trying to
overtake. You should
A
Keep a steady course
B
Accelerate to get away from the driver behind
C
Move closer to the car ahead, so the driver behind has no room to overtake
D
Wave the driver behind to overtake when it is safe

9.

At puffin crossings which light will not show to a driver?
A
Steady amber
B
Green
C
Red
D
Flashing amber

10.

You wish to turn right ahead. Why should you take up the correct position in good
time?
A
To give a better view into the road that you’re joining
B
To allow other drivers to pull out in front of you
C
To allow other drivers to pass you on the right
D
To help other road users know what you intend to do
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11.

When overtaking a horse and rider you should
A
Go past slowly and carefully
B
Go past as quickly as possible
C
Sound your horn as a warning
D
Flash your headlights as a warning

12.

You should never wave people across at pedestrian crossings because
A
They may not be ready to cross
B
They may not be looking
C
It is safer for you to carry on
D
There may be another vehicle coming

13.

A long, heavily laden lorry is taking a long time to overtake you. What should you do?
A
Speed up
B
Hold your speed
C
Slow down
D
Change direction

14.

Which THREE of these emergency services might have blue flashing beacons?
A
Coastguard
B
Bomb disposal
C
Mountain rescue
D
Gritting Lorries
E
Doctors cars
F
Animal ambulances

15.

At which type of crossing are cyclists allowed to ride across with pedestrians?
A
Zebra
B
Puffin
C
Pelican
D
Toucan
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16.

A person herding sheep asks you to stop. You should
A
Continue but drive slowly
B
Ignore them as they have no authority
C
Try to get past quickly
D
Stop and switch off your engine

17.

A bus is stopped at a bus stop ahead of you. Its right-hand indicator is flashing. You should
A
Slow down and then sound your horn
B
flash your headlights and slow down
C
Sound your horn and keep going
D
Slow down and give way if it is safe to do so

18.

You are travelling at the legal speed limit. A vehicle comes up quickly behind, flashing its headlights.
You should
A
Allow the vehicle to overtake
B
Maintain your speed to prevent the vehicle from overtaking
C
Touch the brakes sharply to show your brake lights
D
Accelerate to make a gap behind you

19.

Diamond shaped signs give instructions to
A
Tram drivers
B
Bus drivers
C
Lorry drivers
D
Taxi drivers

20.

You are driving behind a large goods vehicle. It signals left but steers to the right. You should
A
Hold your speed and sound your horn
B
Overtake on the right of it
C
Slow down and let the vehicle turn
D
Drive on, keeping to the left

21.

What should you use your horn for?
A
To alert others to your presence
B
To allow you right of way
C
To greet other road users
D
To signal your annoyance
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